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portion of the sliding resistance is due to
friction between the concrete and the rock hxxC<
because the bottom of the bu,ilding is at different
elevat'ons, a portion of the sliding resistance is. clue
to shear strength in the rock. The friction portion; af
the calculation is direct, using a concrete/z'ock..
friction coefficient of 0.6 with the minimum vertical':
normal force.
The required strength of the rock to supply'he.
remaining sliding resistance was then computed by
assuming a uniform rock shear strength to act over ~e
remaining area. The result shows that a rock'hear
strength of 8.3 ksf would be required, as showa. in; Wa>le 5.
The required shear strength of 8.3 ksz, i,s
considered to be conservative by the IDVP for the.
I
following reasons:
I
Senior HLA geologists and engineers visited. the.
excavation at final grade, and prepared memos to fiZe= of
A

simple

those visits, recording theirl obser'vations and
recommendations, and presenting data from tests in, t.'he
excavation (References 36, 37, and 38). Reference.
that the exposed rocks at the bottom of the
excavation were blocky and massive, and that they we.r.'e
hard and strong. Those terms have. strictly defined
Hard means.'thar'=
meanings in HLA technical standards.
the rock can be scratched with a knife or pick with
difficulty and the resulting scratch produces
317'ecords

is often faintly visible; and strong, meanr~~that a specimen will withstand a few heavy hammer bltcrvs
before breaking into large fragments.
The reports of Reference 37 clearly stated'. that:"
and

little'owder

blasting was necessary in order to excavate.
Finally Reference 38 indicated that the rock irrr

Che

Intake excavation was more competent than in the< oth~e.x
excavation site, based upon observations and
-professional opinion of the senior geologist.

In addition, Reference

36

reports that four= hoZ.as

drilled within the periphery of the intake,
structure fourrdation after excavation was complete."
These drillings were made to a depth of 30'elow'- fi.Tral
grade to ensure the rock was solid. Based upon
observation of the drilling process arid the cuttings:;,

were

rock below grade is uniform and consistent, and no
evidence of clay seams was observed. Lleathering'.
was'light.
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HLA also ran two seismic lines in the excavation,
determining that the compressional velocities along

those

lines

characterized
7,000 fps.

ranged from 5,000 to 14,000
the average compressional

fps, and
velocity

HLA

as

well with the observation. that.
required in the excavation. According to
data published by the Caterpillar Company (Reference
20), rock which has to be blasted rather than being
ripped by a large tractor (D-8), would have a P-wave
velocity of 6,000 fps or greater. According to work by
Deere (Reference 21), a 'rock with that velocity would
have uniaxial compression strength of at least 220 ksf.
Shear strength is half that value, if internal friction
is neglected.
(Ref erence
22) quotes a lower value of 167 ksf for sheax strength
These values are significantly above the
of a sandstone.
required 8.3 ksf shear strength.
xm clear that
Thus, from a number of viewpoints,
the rock is capable of supplying th'e necessaxy strength
to resist the sliding forces with an adequate safety
factor. Therefore, the IDVP considers the retake
structure to be qualified against sliding.
These values agree

blasting

was

I

it

the possibility of a westerly
dip of the bedrock under the structure. The. bathymetry
offshore is not steep, so for a bedding plane to bm
would have to be nearly horizon~1.
adverse,
The'NRC has mentioned

it

Therefore, for simplicity, a horizontal plane is
assumed.
The strength properties on a plane. located't=
such depth would be no less than the strength of
weathered materials. That is, it should be very
conservative to assume c = 3 ksf and phi = 3lG degrees.
to assume that the bedding plane
It is also conservative
under
the
structure footprint.
would fail just
conservatisms
of the DCP analysis, the
Considering the
the
DCP
factor
of
IDVP accepts
safety value of 1.3, and
conservative
one for six.ding on a
believes
to be a
postulated adverse bedding plane.

it
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4.6
The IDVP has reviewed the. HLA/DCP calculations
computation of the stability factors of safety and
supplemented its review with alternate analyses.

for

all sliding forces computed by
acceptable, with the exception of the
The IDVP aetermined the sliaing;.
dynamic soil pressure.
forces aue to dynamic soil pressure to be 14,500 kips
versus 27,666 k'ips computed by the DCP using the
The IDVP then added its value of
l4ononobe-Okabe method.
earth pressure to the
force
due
to
dynamic
sliding
structural
response on an
sliaing force due to the
basia usea. by the
instead
of
the
SRSS
absolute sum basis
DCP.
The net result was a total sliding force of
93,809 kips (see Table 5), as compared to the DCP va1ue
of 75,515 kips.
The IDVP found

HLA/DCP
,

to

be

considered the DCP/'assumption Chat a shear."
failure plane would occur only throughout "the bedrock
to be inappropriate. The IDVP considered the total.
The IDVP

to consist of:

resistance

fracture in a specific area ef the
bedrock due to the pr'esence of shear keya
that area (see ITR 040,/Reference: 38)

(1)

Shear

(2)

Friction at the concrete/rock interface ever

(3)

Friction between the north and south
concrete walls and soil.'.

in

the remaining contact area

the rock shear strength required."
factor of safety of 1.1 against= sliding
specifies a.:
The WRC Standard Review Plan, Section 3.8.5
minimum factor of safety of 1.1 against sliaing and
overturning. This is for a load combination consisting:
of dead load, lateral earth pressure, and safe shutdown
earthquake (Hosgri). The shear strength vat.ue required
was 8.3 ksf-, which is below published valuea for the
types of rock below the intake structure. The IDVP also;:,
founa the factor of safety to be greater than 1.3 for a;
Thus,
shear failure plane entirely within the bedrock.
the IDVP found the intake structure to have an
acceptable factor of safety against sliding.
The IDVP computed

to attain

a
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The IDUP determined the factor of safety against,
For overturning, t=ne
overturning and bearing pressure.
factor of safety was computed to be 1.4. The IDVP found
the maximum bearing presure to be 11.5 ksf. P. shear
strength of 8.3 ksf is equivalent to an ultimate bearing
strength of 42 ksf; thus the factor of safety is 3.5,
which is conservative.
The IDVP therefore concluded
that the intake structure meets licensing criteria with
respect to structural stability.

5.0

DIESEL FUEL OIL TANKS

5.1

TP

Two diesel fuel oil storage tanks (DFOs} are located
about 40 feet west of the turbine building. E'ach tank
is approximately 10.5 feet in diameter and 63 feet long.
The tank is a 3/8 inch shell with 3x3x3/8 intermittent
angle stiffeners welded to the shell. The tanks have
Each Rank has a
AShlE 9/16 inch thick ellipsoidal heads.
40,000 gallon capacity.
Figure 10 shows details for the
diesel fuel storage tanks.

5.2

5.2.1
Extensive excavation at the site removed, most of
the rock to below the full buried depth of the tanks.
Then the area was brought back up to grade by mass
filling. Thus the trenches were excavated into both
rock and mass
A concrete slab was placed at the
bottom of the trench and bedding sand was laid to
accommodate the shape of the tank. The tank was then
placed on the bedding sand, and backfill was added and
compacted.
Figures 11 and 12 show sections illustrating
the material and profiles.

fill.

5.2.2
the

HLA performed static and dynamic tests to determine
backfill properties and relied upon dynamic tests by

others for the dynamic properties of the rock. HLA
conventional properties for the bedding sand'nd
the concrete pad. The IDVP agrees with the HLA approach
in choosing properties and evaluated the HLA
oetermination of soil property values.

assumed

28

properties selected by HLA are expressed
as compressional wave velocity, which is a function of
elevation above flSL for this area, as shown in Figure
15. The values are in the range of those expected for
The IDVP
rocks of these types with these overburdens.
concurs with tne HLA values.
The rock

5.3

V

The HLA analysis of the DFO tanks was composed
and dynamic analyses.
The static analyses

static

of

consisteo of the formulation of a model to represent the
tank and surrounding soil backfill inside the trench.
Stresses were evaluated for each, step of the
construction sequence, and the final states of stress
for the completed backfill operation were later added to
the dynamic results. Further details of the HI A
procedure are given in Section 5.4.1. The IDVP finds
the DCP methodology for the static analyses to be
li
acceptable.
*I
The dynamic analyses consisted of examining the

tank/soil system for both horizontal and vertical
seismic excitation. The DCP used the FLUSH computer
program to analyze a transverse section taken through
the, two DFO tanks. Dynamic soi'1/rock .properties were
determined by HLA and assigned to/the model elements.
HLA analyzed four models used to represent the t,ransverse section of the DFOs. The fluid was modeled using
solid elements. bIaximum responses from the- horizuntal
and vertical analyses were combined on an absolute sum
basis. The total dynamic forces and moments in thee tank

wall elements were then added absolutely to the static
stresses.
The XDVP finds the DCP procedure for separating the
dynamic analyses of the DFO tanks into horizontal amd
vertical excitation acceptable. Though the behavior of
the soil is non-linear and results are superimposed. as
a linear analyses had been performed, the conservatism of
adding nonconcurrent maximum responses compensates for.
this. The ZDVP noted several parameters which required
further study within the dynamic analyses, and these are
discussed in Section 5.5.

if
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C'

Slid'ng Forces

F'mrce

Structure Response
Pedestal

Dynamic

+

Surcharge

Base

6

a

(

Kips

23,988
35,502

ZPA

Soil Pressure

10,500
BET

Dynamic Water Pressure

9,254
9,698

S'tatic Soil Pressure

93,809

Resisting Forces

iction Force
Fracture
Skin Friction of Soil along

Fr

9,129
89,070

Shear

Horth and South Walls

4,9„gl
1

F.S.

=

1.10 Minimum. This F.S. was computed us'x:.ng
shear. strength for rock of 8.3 ksf

03,,li 90
a

Notes
1) Values

for items

accepted

a

and

b

by the iDVP.

were determined

by ~ihe

shear fracture to occur in. tb~:
adjacent to the shear keys. Friction resistaz
at the concrete/rock interface was considered:
the remainder of the contact area.

2) iDVP considered

DCP'nd

eas

strength of 8.3 ksf consists of. the total
of the cohesion and shear friction components:-.. As
mentioned in Section 0.5, the IDVP considers 'the value
of 8.3 ksf for shear strength and r esultant" 0aactors of
safety of 1.10 to be conservative.

3) The shear
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